
Abalone In shrink £7.00
Abstract game played on a hexagonal board with large black and white marbles. The novel idea is that 
you push lines of marbles in ways which will be to your advantage, with the objective being to push your 
opponent's marbles off the edge. You can only push a line of marbles if your marbles have greater 
pushing power. Well regarded, travel version.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1987 2 2 2 8

Offboard In shrink £18.00
Multiplayer version of the original classic Abalone. On a turn, push 1-3 marbles in a straight line one 
space, pushing the opponent's marbles backwards if you're pushing fewer marbles than you are moving 
yourself. If an opponent's marble is pushed off the board, you score it; score enough points, and you 
win.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 2 2 2 8

Abraxas Good £7.00
The goal of the game is to form red alignments of 4 points or more. The points can be pawns or points 
marked on the board. The pawns are placed on a grid which moves within a framework. German version.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1993 2 2 0 10

Agora Excellent £17.50
Abstract game played on a chunky 3 level wooden board with wooden tiles. The object of the game is to 
take the opponent's pieces. Pieces can stack to form piles from which only the top piece can move. Rules 
summary in English, French, and German, with full additional questions answered in French. Also includes 
a CD ROM with a PC version of the game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1996 2 2 2 10

Antonine!: The Battle for Caledonia Good £9.00
The Romans and the Picts clash at the Antonine Wall. The game is played on a 12x12 grid slowing the 
wall and the terrain around it. Each player controls 6 warriors who are moved using dice and exact 
movement which gives a surprising number of options. Enemy pieces can be captured (and then released 
if the camp they are in is taken). The objective is to occupy 4 of the wall forts or capture 4 of the 
opponent's warriors.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
0 2 2 0 10
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Aqua Romana Excellent £15.00
Tile placement game in which the players build aqueducts from reservoirs across the board with the 
objective of making their aqueducts as long as possible. However, it is not possible to place tiles just 
anywhere, instead there are construction teams which move around the edge of the board and can only 
be used in the row or column they are currently in, before they move on. Thus there are plenty of 
tactical decisions to make as you need to manage the construction teams as well as the aqueducts 
themselves. On the 2006 Spiel des Jahres nomination list.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 4 2,3,4 8

Architekton Excellent £5.00
Tile laying game in which players play building tiles and countryside tiles with various landscape 
features. Tiles need not match those adjacent to them, but whenever a building tile is placed a building 
of your colour must be added, and when a building is surrounded you are penalised for every non-
matching adjacent tile. Also players try to keep their buildings in a large single cluster as this scores 
highly at the end of the game. There are some interesting choices to be made and you can decide to be 
aggressive or defensive - there is a time for both.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 2 2 8

Army of Frogs Excellent £15.00
From John Yianni, probably best known for designing Hive, comes this abstract game. The bakelite 
hexagonal frogs are happily hopping onto the board that is being built as it is played, not unlike it works 
in Hive. The first player who links at least 7 frogs of her/his colour wins.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 4 2,3,4 6

Atta Ants Excellent £7.00
Each player controls a group of leaf-cutter ants which move around the constantly growing board 
looking for leaves which can be taken home for food to produce more ants. Spiders, however, eat ants 
and so must be avoided. The first player to get all of their ants into play is the winner.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 4 2,3,4 10

Atta Ants: Expansion Good £7.00
Expansion for Atta Ants, which you will need to make use of this. It consists of 6 new game cards and 5 
wooden playing pieces as well as some new rules. The expansion adds twigs (movable paths), stones 
(blockers) and tunnels.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2004 2 4 2,3,4 8
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Auf Heller und Pfennig Good £11.50
Excellent game in which players fill the board with tiles representing the populace of a medieval 
marketplace. Some are customers with varying degrees of wealth to spend and some are thieves. 
However, the players also have their stalls to set up. When the board is full each stall scores for every 
customer and thief in its row and column. Thus placement is difficult as you would like to set up a great 
position for your stall, but if you do you can be very sure that another player will get there first. There 
are other clever aspects to the game too, making it one I can highly recommend. Also published as 
Kingdoms. German version (Auf Heller und Pfennig).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 2 4 2,3,4 8

Balanx Good £6.00
Two player strategy game from this master of the genre. The game uses a board which can tilt like a 
see-saw, and each turn the current player tilts it towards them and the balls which are the playing 
pieces will move in their grooves changing the game position. The objective is to get your balls to the 
opposite corner of the board, but leaving a ball behind to block is not permitted. The balls are large 
glass marbles and two large steel ball bearings are also used. Very stylish as you would expect from Kris. 
Also available is a good copy, Box shows some wear for £4.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1993 2 2 2 8

Bazaar Playable £5.00
One of Sid Sackson's most reprinted games, and worthy of it too. Players trade different gem types 
for other selections according to the rules of the market (different every game), aiming to be able to 
fulfil one of the order cards and score points. In a clever twist you score more the fewer gems you have 
left after each order is fulfilled, and as the game goes on values of orders increase. Recommended.  
Last remaining copy, bad box.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1987 2 6 2,3,4,5 8

Beowulf: The Movie Board Game Excellent £14.00
Beowulf themed board game inspired by Reiner's excellent previous games Kingdoms & Auf Heller und 
Pfennig. Players place their own figures or tiles onto the spaces on the board, and will score for tiles, 
whether good or bad, no matter who played them, in the same rows and columns as their figures. Very 
tactical and clever game which fits a lot of play into a short time. The new features are different 
special tiles and different board shapes. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 4 2,3,4 10
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The Best of Dragon Magazine Games Excellent £15.00
A very nice collection of games that have featured in The Dragon magazine over the years. There is a 
mixture of abstract, fantasy, even sports games. Game titles and designers are: The Baton Races of Yaz 
by C C Stoll (race game); King's Table by Dale Oldfield & Mark Foster (a version of The Viking Game); 
Search for the Emperor's Treasure (fantasy adventure game) and File 13 (game about designing games!) 
both by Tom Wham; Ringside (boxing game) by Brian Blume; Food Fight (light hearted brawl / wargame) 
by Bryce Knorr. This set is in excellent condition - mostly unpunched, but box is slightly worn.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1990 2 6 1,2 10

Billabong Good £14.00
Race game with wooden pieces. Clever game of pure skill with no dice, cards or other elements of luck. 
Each player controls 5 kangaroos, that must race round the Billabong (an Australian water-hole). This is 
done by jumping your kangaroosover other pieces - the further away the piece is the further away you 
will land from it on the other side.  Alternatively you can move a piece a single space in order to position 
your kangaroo for a better jump in the future.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1993 2 4 2,3,4 8

Blockers! The Card Game In shrink £5.00
Card version of the Blockers boardgame. This uses a 4x4 grid instead of the 9x9.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 2 4 2,3,4 8

Bloom Excellent £12.50
Each player is a gardener who specialises in a particular type (colour) of flower and gets a set of cards 
showing various amounts of grass and their type of flower on a 2x3 grid. Players then add these cards 
to a communal garden, but with various restrictions, and get to take tokens for any flowers covered up. 
The objective is to collect lots of flower tokens, but these score best if sold in multicoloured sets. 
Points are also gained by keeping as many of your flowers on the board as possible. Players can also use 
an animal and a gardener to help protect their flowers.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 5 3,4,5 8

Bloqs In shrink £20.00
From the publisher: Bloqs can be learned in five minutes. Simple gameplay, yet challenging because of 
the intense tactical and strategic decisions every turn. Players use die or card to move on the 
gameboard and to collect cube parts. They build these parts on their sites and the goal is to be the 
first one to build a perfect cube of 3 by 3 by 3 cube parts(blocks). If all players can not meet this 
challenge, the goal changes to build the highest structure of all. Also available as excellent (£15).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 2 4 3,4 8
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Blox Good £12.00
Building game with an abstract look, but which uses cards.  Players score points both for building towers 
and also for knocking them down, but may only have a limited number of coloured blocks at any time. The 
KRAG team is: Wolfgang Kramer,Hans Raggan and Jurgen Grunau.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 4 2,3,4 10

Bosworth Good £4.00
Chess inspired game with a fantasy theme illustrated by John Kovalic. The game uses cards as chess 
pieces, but with a different board (in size and shape), and with card play involved. Also included are 
rules to allow 3 or 4 players to play, making the game a little more like a very simple multi-player 
wargame when played multi-player.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 2 4 2,3,4 8

Breaking Away Playable £10.00
Each player controls a team of four cyclists, and allocates each turn's movement allowances as best as 
possible as the cyclists jockey for position ready to sprint for the line in each of three sections of the 
race.  No dice are used, instead a new movement allocation number is calculated each turn (to give a 
choice of 3) based on how many cyclists are ahead of him in the pack (with no gaps).  There is also a 
special rule for attempting to break away from the pack.  The winner is the team which accrues the 
most points from sprints and finishing positions. Andy's original description said this games plays well 
"face to face or postally", but I don't think anyone plays "postally" anymore nowadays.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1991 2 9 4,5,6,7,8 10

Cabal Good £8.00
Played on a 9x9 grid, one player is the Escaper and tries to move from the centre of the board to an 
edge. The other is the Trapper and tries to surround the Escaper with blockades. Each turn the 
Escaper secretly plots which of the 8 directions to move in, and the Trapper plots three directions to 
trap in different ways. These are then revealed and resolved. The different traps allow one or two pegs 
to be placed, and stop the Escaper from moving that turn. As well as the basic game there are two more 
advanced options to try.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1979 2 2 2 8

Café International Excellent £7.00
Card game version of the 1989 Spiel des Jahres winner. Players seat customers of many different 
nationalities in a cafe so that they are at a table designated to their nationality, but they will also be 
next to other people at other tables. To win you must choose the right time to play your customers to 
score well, and also recognise when a customer is a liability and send them to the bar instead. Customer 
placement rules and a limited deck of table cards make customer placement interesting and add to the 
tactical possibilities.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1999 2 4 2,3,4 8
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Canopy Walk Good £9.00
Tile laying game set in a tropical rainforest said to be rich with diamonds. However, the ground is unsafe 
so canopy walks must be constructed to allow access to this treasure-rich forest. The tiles show parts 
of canopy walks: brown for one player, white for the other. There are also treetop platforms where 
walkways can meet. Players add these tiles to the board in order to form high scoring pathways for 
themselves while trying to stop their opponent from doing the same. Includes Goodie set 1 and 2.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 2 2 2 10

Canopy Walk: Goodie Set I New £3.00
Expansion for Canopy Walk, which you will need to make use of this set.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 2 2 0 0

Canopy Walk: Goodie Set II New £3.00
Expansion for Canopy Walk, which you will need to make use of this set.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 2 2 0 0

Caprice Good £10.00
Strategy game with wooden pieces and a wooden board. The large wooden pieces are used to form 
towers on the board, with players being able to introduce a new piece each turn, and then move a piece 
already on the board. Players start with secret cards showing target shape combinations which they will 
score points for if they manage to achieve them at the end of the game, thus you may be able to work 
out what your opponents are aiming for and hinder them. Note: box worn.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1999 2 4 2,3 10

Carolus Magnus Good £11.00
Players take the role of powerful nobles who are fighting for dominance over several regions. The 
playing area reduces as the game progresses, when adjacent areas combine. Knights of different 
factions are played on the tiles from your own supply, as well as being used to influence the various 
factions. Castles can be built when you achieve a majority under your influence at the current location 
which helps protect the region from hostile takeover. There is also quite a bit of luck as your supply of 
knights is replenished partially at random. On the Spiel des Jahres list for 2000. Recommended as a 3 
player game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 2 4 2,3,4 10
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Cathedral Good £19.00
Really beautifully produced 2 player strategy game. In this edition the pieces are made of plastic, but 
are large and very detailed, each looking like part of a medieval town - really attractive. The game itself 
is also very good, players try to surround a neutral cathedral with their own buildings, or failing that 
surround a single opponent's piece, or failing that cut off areas for their own use. The winner is the 
player who ends up with the smallest area of unplaced buildings. Surprisingly interesting game, and 
appeals to those who generally dislike abstracts too - recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1986 2 2 2 8

Chase Good £9.00
Very highly rated dice movement and capture game. The pieces (which are the dice) move as far as the 
top number showing on them, but when pieces are captured the losing player must add them to the 
numbers on their dice to keep the total constant. In addition dice can be 'divided' by occupying the 
centre of the board and splitting the value of the dice between two dice. The objective is to get your 
opponent down to only 4 dice. Very ingenious. Comes in the all plastic case TSR used for this series of 
games.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1986 2 2 2 8

Check Lines Good £3.00
A pocket sized strategy game which uses an asymmetric board with 11 peg holes and many straight lines 
joining them up. Each player has five pieces (horses for one player and lions for the other) which fit 
into the holes in the board. To win aplayer must be the first to position these so that they have two 
straight lines, both of three men.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1970 2 2 2 8

Chinese Checkers Good £9.00
Attractive "John Lewis" version of this classic game, with 60 wooden pieces on a nice sturdy wooden 
board.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1893 2 6 2,3,4,6 6

Cinco In shrink £14.00
Ideally played as a partnership game for 4 players. This is a reworking of the excellent 5ive Straight, 
but this time played on a hex gridded board with a hole in the middle. Every space is numbered, with 
lower numbers in the centre. A deck of cards also shows these numbers (1-90) and players take in turn 
to either draw a card or play a card and lay a piece on any space showing that number or higher, the 
objective being to create a line of 5 of your markers. The original also plays very well with 6 players in 
teams, and I would expect that to work very well here too. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 6 2,4 8
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COLORS Good £6.00
Abstract game played on a diamond shaped grid of triangles. One player has red, yellow and blue cubes 
while the other has the same coloured cylinders. Players take it in turn to move several of their pieces. 
The objective is to capture opposing pieces which is done by introducing one of your pieces to a triangle 
such that all three colours are then present - you capture any of your opponent's pieces in that triangle. 
The objective is to capture 4 pieces of one colour or any 8 pieces.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 2 0 8

Connect Four Playable £4.00
Two player strategy game in which players alternate dropping a coloured chip into one of seven columns. 
The chip drops to the lowest unoccupied space, and the objective is to make a row of four chips 
horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Compact sturdy Travel version in good condition, but the box is a 
bit battered.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1974 2 2 2 5

Connections Playable £7.00
Abstract game in which the players try to connect a line of their pieces from one side of the board to 
the other, or try to surround any of their opponent's pieces in a box.  The game always ends with a 
winner, never a stalemate, and while the rules are very simple the play is actually rather good.  The 
components are large and impressive making it very attractive during play.  Rules in umpteen languages 
too!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1991 2 2 2 6

Cross Crib (aka Kings Cribbage) Good £14.00
Two dimensional Cribbage played on a crossword grid. The 130 tiles represent playing cards, but they 
are only red or black - no suits. The tiles are played onto the board, but the black spaces are blocked in 
the same way as black spaces on a crossword, and this means that cards can be combined in 2s, 3s, 4s 
and 5s but no more than that. Play is similar to Scrabble in that tiles played must be in a single direction 
and connect with existing tiles. However, scoring is Cribbage style, so 15s, pairs and runs are counted. 
Clever twists include the 6s and 9s being intentionally playable as either. Well worth investigating for 
the Cribbage fan.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1997 2 4 2,3,4 12

Cul-De-Sac (aka Blockade) Playable £5.00
Clever abstract game, but highly approachable for those not generally fond of that genre. Players must 
reach each other's starting positions, but as well as moving their pieces players also place walls in places 
which will block their opponent more than they block themselves. However, a wall may never be placed so 
as to make a goal unreachable. This allows a quite cunning maze to be built up and clever play will 
certainly decide the winner. Also published as Cul-De-Sac. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1975 2 2 2 8
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Day & Night Good £20.00
Board game which uses tiles and cards in which one player plays Lady Night and the other Lady Day. The 
two have decided that after billions of years of routine they need to settle the score. Play involves 
using action cards to best effect to place and group tiles in order to build temples. Very attractive 
artwork. Won the International Gamers Award for Best 2 Player Game in 2009.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 2 2 10

Deal Me In Good £9.00
Board game which uses playing card tiles and a Scrabble-like board. The cards are laid on the board to 
form poker hands - the better the hand the higher the score for it. These poker hands can interlock as 
words do in Scrabble, and so several hands can be scored for at once after a clever play. Good but box 
worn.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1988 2 4 2,3,4 10

Die Dolmengötter Good £12.00
Clever game with a Celtic theme. Players move their druids around a board full of linked stone circles, 
and the druids leave a stone behind them when they move. Each time a druid manages to create a 
majority (absolute or relative) of stones in their colour around any stone circle they may place one of 
their scoring stones in that stone circle. Druids can pass over other druids but not through stones, and 
so druids can get cornered, in which case they can spend a turn gathering herbs before teleporting 
wherever they wish. The game fits a surprising number of tactically interesting decisions into a short 
time, and there is often too much you want to do on your turn. Recommended. Box lid split in 1 corner, 
hence the good price.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 2 5 3,4 10

Dominoes Playable £2.00
Set of classic domino tiles in a nice tin box.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1500 2 10 2,3,4 5

Doublethink Good £15.00
Unusual and very nicely produced abstract game. The board is made of some kind of fine chipboard as is 
the scoreboard.  The game itself involves playing letter pieces onto verticles of the board (which shows 
three concentric circles joined by eleven radial lines). The placement and scoring rules look interesting. 
It is not, however, a word game, but rather based on trying to ensure that some of your opponent's 
pieces will be unplayable. Intriguing item.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1977 1 2 0 10
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Down Under Good £5.00
Tile laying game in which each player has a set of tiles with their own coloured paths, as well as neutral 
paths which show various animals. Players lay their tiles so as to form paths, with a few cunning 
restrictions, so that any path section will only ever belong to one player. When the tiles are played 
players score for the length of their path and also get bonus points for the animals they have managed 
to link to. Clever ideas as you would expect from Guenter.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 4 2,3,4 10

Dragon Lance Mage Stones Good £10.00
From BGG: The board is a grid 7 x 9, with columns numbered 3-9, columns representing planes of 
reality, rows representing schools of magic, though this has no effect on gameplay. The board "wraps" 
top to bottom, but not for the purposes of diagonal capture. Players roll 3d3 (six sided dice numbered 
1-3 twice), and place their coloured tokens on a space in the column matching the dice total. The 
exception to this is where the three dice are all different, where the player misses a turn "distracted 
by events in the prime material plane." When a player rolls all three dice the same, they get another 
turn after placing their stone. Capture of opposition stones is in the style of Othello/Reversi, but 
captured stones are removed from the board and returned to their owner. First player to place all their 
stones wins.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1990 2 6 2,3,4,5 8

The Duke Excellent £25.00
From BGG: Players start the game by placing their Duke in one of the two middle squares on their side 
of the game board. Two Footman are then placed next to the Duke. Each turn a player may choose to 
either move a single tile or randomly draw a new tile from the bag. With fifteen different Troop Tiles, 
all double-sided, and nineteen total pieces for each player (plus special optional tiles), the variety of 
game play is limitless. Beyond the endless variety of the basic game, Terrain Tiles introduce a variety of 
game play options, altering the game board. These rules also include several alternate objectives, such 
as the challenging Dark Rider game which pits five Pikeman against a lone Knight. Capture your 
opponents Duke to win the game. Includes expansion which allows you to make your own tiles. Mensa 
Select winner in 2014.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 2 2 2 12

The Duke: Customization Expansion Pack New £5.00
Set of 2x2 expansion tiles for "The Duke", which you will need in order to play this. Allows you to make 
your own customised troops using the provided stickers.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 2 2 0 0
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Easter Island Excellent £12.00
Abstract game with a peculiar concept: Easter Island was actually a giant board for archmages to play a 
deadly game on - the moai were the playing pieces and projected and reflected beams of searing light. 
Played on a gridded board players take it in turn to add moai to the board, add sunlight tokens around 
the edge of the board or activate a beam. When activated a beam will bounce forwards off the sides of 
a statue but destroy it if it hits the front or back. A statue is also destroyed if it directs a beam off 
the board or the beam hits both sides of the same statue. Clever ideas. (Available as Unpunched: £12, 
Excellent: £11, Good: £9.)

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 2 2 10

Ebbe & Flut Excellent £7.00
Clever card game in which one player plays water cards into their corner spaces of a 5x5 grid while the 
other plays land cards into the opposite corner. The cards have letters and numbers and when two cards 
of the same type have either a matching letter or number one of them can be moved towards their 
opponent's corner. Thus the water and land cards ebb and flow across the board in an intriguing way. 
Unusual.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 1 2 1,2 8

Equinox Excellent £8.00
From BGG: Equinox is an abstract tile-placement game with 48 different two-sided hexagonal tiles 
named things such as Night, Day, Sword, Tower; these tiles have a white side and black side that are 
otherwise identical. One player plays as black and the other as white. They take turns playing tiles from 
a common pool until all have been played. Each tile has a unique action that affects the tiles around it, 
the score, or some other gameplay element. At the end of the game, each player scores points for the 
tiles showing their side, plus any bonus point tokens they have earned.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 2 2 2 10

Focus Good £7.00
Focus (aka Domination) is a strategy game in which players attempt to make moves and capture pieces in 
such a way that their opponent has no possible moves. Players may move a piece or stack of pieces based 
on the number of pieces that are in the stack. Only the player with the top piece of a stack may move 
that stack, and when a stack is sufficiently large the bottom-most pieces are removed, and friendly 
pieces made into 'reserves'. Won the German Spiel des Jahres in 1981.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1963 2 4 2,3,4 8
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For Crown & Kingdom Excellent £10.00
From BGG: The king lies weakened on his deathbed. His Majesty has but days to live, and has failed to 
produce an heir. Any of the local dukes or duchesses could be next in line, as long as they are able to 
gain the approval of the people. Each has set off on a heroic campaign. They vie for fame, for glory, for 
crown and kingdom! Players must use their teams of specialized emissaries to travel the kingdom, raise 
funds, obstruct opponents, and gain the support of the people. The first duke or duchess to gain 
support in every region will become the new monarch.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2016 2 4 2,3,4 8

Gawp Good £5.00
The game uses 81 cards which each show 3 concentric rectangles of colour. The colours can be red, blue 
or yellow. Red beats yellow, yellow beats blue and blue beats red. 15 cards are laid out and the players 
hunt for a pair where one of the cards beats the other for all three rectangles. This effectively means 
that the pair must have the same pattern of colours, but not simply have the colours reversed. 
Advanced rules are also included.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1996 1 8 0 7

Genial Spezial In shrink £12.00
Players try to collect as many points in all four symbol colours. Points are given when a player connects 
two or more towers with his tiles, with the larger towers also giving special points. The game ends after 
20 rounds when all players have placed their tiles. Each player's weakest colour on his score track is his 
score, with the highest score being victorious.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 4 2,3,4 6

Gipsy King In shrink £13.00
An area of land tiles with several lakes of different sizes is created afresh at the start of each game. 
Players then take it in turns to place their gipsy caravans around the lakes on the land tiles. A clever 
mechanism gives the players a limitedchoice, but if they don't like the choice they can pass in order to 
get a better option around the next lake tile. The objective is to get your caravans into large connected 
groups as these score highly. Once the round is complete and caravans are scoreda second round is 
played on the same layout but with placement around the lakes in reverse order. Neat idea, and nice 
components.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 2 5 2,3,4,5 8

Green Excellent £7.00
From BGG: Green is the first game of the GreenGreenerGreenest set. Green, Greener and Greenest are 
three games that use the same set of components. The board starts full of pyramids. Players in turn 
capture other pyramids or stacks of pyramids orthogonally so that Black can only capture Green, Green 
can only capture White, and White can only capture Black. The game ends when all players pass in 
succession, and the player with the highest controlled stack wins. The game plays with 3 players only.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2017 3 3 3 10
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Guerilla Good £6.00
Well regarded abstract game. Players place pieces on a triangular lattice to form groups, which can then 
move - larger groups being able to move farther than smaller ones. There is also a special capturing 
mechanism called 'overkill' which results in a red 'massacre' token being placed on the space, which 
becomes impassable for the rest of the game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1976 2 2 2 12

Hexagony Good £9.00
Essentially an unthemed wargame played on a hexagonal grid of triangles in an unusual way. Terrain 
markers are placed on the board before each game to ensure a different feel to each game. Players 
deploy their pieces on the battle board aswell as using a separate supply track to obtain further 
supplies (needed to allow movement of pieces on the battle board). A turn can potentially consist of 
several linked moves providing the player's supplies are sufficient. Capture is bysurrounding opposing 
pieces. Alliances can be negotiated too.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1980 2 6 2,3,4,5,6 10

Hive In shrink £7.50
Highly regarded strategic game for two players consisting of twenty two chunky pieces: eleven each in 
two player colours, representing various types of bee each with a unique way of moving. As the pieces 
are placed they form a shape that becomes the board. The pieces are never eliminated and not all have 
to be played. The object of the game is to totally surround your opponent's queen, whilst at the same 
time trying to block your opponent from doing the same to your queen. Version with Wooden blocks and 
metalic stickers.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2000 2 2 2 8

Ice Lake Good £10.00
Each player controls a skater on an ice lake. However, the ice is quite thin, and players mark where they 
have skated. No one may skate along a path which has already been used or they will fall through into 
the water. Also, when areas of ice are completely surrounded by cracks they are no longer safe to skate 
on. Players plot their moves simultaneously and can choose how far to skate each turn. Simple but 
effective and rather clever.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 4 0 7

Icehouse: The Martian Chess Set Good £11.50
Transparent Perspex box with pyramids in 4 colours and rules to play a number of different games with 
this set. Games include amongst others Ice Traders, Icehouse and Martian Chess.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1999 2 5 0 12SO
LD
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Isis & Osiris Excellent £8.00
Egyptian themed game with wooden components. Players play game stones or Isis tiles onto the board, 
gradually filling it up. When full your score is based on the Isis tiles neighbouring your game stones, so 
clearly you try to avoid the bad ones and stay close to the good ones while trying to force your opponent 
to do the reverse.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2001 2 4 2,3,4 6

Janus Playable £12.00
High-quality edition of a game originally released by Spear-Spiele. The board is covered in tiles (the 
layout will be different every game) and players move across the board, limited by the directions on the 
tile their playing piece is standing on. The board is divided into squares of four tiles and when a player 
takes the last tile in a square the square is claimed, and will score at the end of the game and 
potentially earn tolls from other players during the game too. Wooden pieces and a vinyl playing board. 
On the 1988 Spiel des Jahres recommendation list. Good condition but lid split in 1 corner.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1988 2 4 2,3,4 10

Kahuna Excellent £9.50
Excellent 2 player game originally published as Arabana-Ikibiti by Bambus. Players use cards to lay their 
own bridges between islands, and combinations of cards to remove opponent's bridges and replace them 
with your own. However, the clever part of the game is that when a player obtains a definite majority of 
bridges to an island all opponent's bridges on that island get removed, which can create new 
opportunities on adjacent islands too. Highly recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1998 2 2 2 10

Kakuro Challenge Good £7.00
Puzzle game for 2-4 players based on the Kakuro principles often seen in newspapers and puzzle books. 
One step up from the usual Sudoku's, rather. Good practice for your basic arithmetic too.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 4 0 12

Kamisado In shrink £18.50
Abstract game of skill and strategy based on Square Routes by the same author. Each row has one each 
of eight different colours, which are also the colours of the top halves of the chunky dragon towers. 
The base of the playing piece indicates who owns the piece. Players take it in turn to move a piece 
forward or diagonally forward as much as they wish, trying to get a piece onto their opponent's back 
row. However, what makes the game interesting is that the piece you move on your turn must be the 
colour of the square your opponent's last moved piece just landed on. Pieces can also be upgraded with 
new abilities, for multi-game play.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 2 2 8
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Kampf Der Kulturen (aka Gro: Battle for the Petri Dish) Good £7.00
Played on a petri dish with marked out sections, the players start with a single bacteria, and each turn 
can either grow more bacteria, or move their bacteria in order to give them more space and to surround 
their opponent's bacteria, which kills them. The objective is to be the first player to control three out 
of the four sections of the petri dish. Wonderful idea!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 2 2 10

Kilt Castle Excellent £9.00
from BGG: The game board shows a grid of 5x5 squares. Ten cards are placed beside the first four 
rows in stacks of 4, 3, 2 and 1 card. On their turn, the player picks up an open card from one of the 
stacks next to the game board and places it in another row — always in a clockwise direction. All players 
whose colours are on that card (one or two) are then allowed to build a new tower or build on top of an 
existing tower in this particular row. Building on an open space is free, while building on top of somebody 
else's tower costs as many ducats as the number of "floors" already built. A player can decide to 
trigger a general round of scoring simply by moving the last card of any stack. High towers are a good 
way to claim a large, connected territory and collect a lot of ducats.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2016 2 4 2,4 8

Kingdoms Good £11.50
Excellent game in which players fill the board with tiles representing the populace of a medieval 
marketplace. Some are customers with varying degrees of wealth to spend and some are thieves. 
However, the players also have their stalls to set up. When the board is full each stall scores for every 
customer and thief in its row and column. Thus placement is difficult as you would like to set up a great 
position for your stall, but if you do you can be very sure that another player will get there first. There 
are other clever aspects to the game too, making it one I can highly recommend. Also published as 
Kingdoms. German version (Auf Heller und Pfennig).

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 2 4 2,3,4 8

L-Game Playable £9.00
Abstract game of considerable skill. Only 4 playing pieces but with surprising depth to the strategy 
required. Includes rules for two variations: Gold & Silver and Added Value. The essential idea is that 
each player has an L shaped piece and there are two small blocking pieces. Players take it in turn to 
move their L piece and then a blocker, and the idea is to make your opponent unable to move their L 
piece on their turn. Chunky board and pieces. First edition made by the designer himself and De Bono 
English versions available.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
0 2 2 2 6

Legie Excellent £6.00
Tile placement game with a combat theme. Players alternate placing tiles onto the board, and each tile 
has a special ability, which hopefully will be able to remove an opposing tile from the board. The 
objective is to be the first player to get all their tiles onto the board.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2004 2 2 2 14
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Level X Excellent £10.00
Players roll four dice and decide to move their pawns, ideally making dice combinations totalling 5-10. 
When your pawns comes to (or stays on) the last of any of the six short tracks, you get a point marker, 
you get a point marker for each of the appropriate tracks. Players try to stay at the end of tracks and 
"hit the spot" again, but also try and kick other players off those spots, whilst making progress on the 
other tracks at the same time. This is all of course impossible and you have to choose between getting 
more points yourself or stopping other players from getting even more points. An excellent short dice 
chucker.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 4 2,3,4 8

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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